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ABSTRACT

Ca2olulationa and ana2lysea wer'e per'formed to evaluate the

radiologioal hazards associated with the use of a oontained

underground fiasion detonation for the propuleson of large space

platfor'ms. This inuestigation Inoluded a study of fiasion pr'oduct

release, neutr'on induced aotuit ty, ground wate, c ontaminati on,

ohemioal r'eaoti ona, decontamination and oloaure meohaniams. Ana-

lyticoal reszllts, repr'esenting extreme oonditions, were obtained

for a defined refer'enoe system.

The key to oontr'ol of the enuir'onmental hazard in the

GASP system is the cloaure mechanism - if operating properly,, the

radiological hazard is acceptable but upon failure, the hazard may

he mubstantial.
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INTRODUCTI ON

A st'ubij of radioactivO contamination effeote resulting

from an underground nuclear detonation was initiated on February

13, 1960, under oontraot NONR-3095-(0O) between the Office of

Naval Research and the Cro8s-Malaker Laboratories, Inc.,, a sub-

sidiaryj of the Cross Company. The prime objective of the study

was to inzestigate and evaluate the radiologioal hazard associated

with the launching of a space vehiole employing an underground

shaft and a contained nuclear detonation as proposed in Project

GASP.
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SUMMARY & CONLUSIOMS

Under aotiue investigation is the feasibility of utilizing

an underground nuolear detonation as a means of aocelerating large

masses to achieve orbta2 velootties. The 1feasibility studies,

to date, of the Ground Accelerated Space Platform (GASP) ProJect

are enoouwaging. Independent of engineering feasibility are the

health and safety aspects of such a proposal. The present in-

ueetigatton was undertaken to evaluate the radiological hazards

associated with Projeot GASP.

Since design studies have not established definite charac-

terastios of the GASP System, an arbitrary referenoe system was

selected in this study as a basis for evaluating the hazards. A

one (1) kfi7nt.n nuclear" chargc was as&suned in the reference

system. This affords relatively easy extrapolation of environ-

mental radiation levels for- larger yield detonations, A U-235

fission process in contrast to a fsifon reaction was selected in

this study. The use of a thermonuclear explosion would greatly

reducoe the fistior& produot actiuity and the associated radio-

logioal hazards.

Invar.iably, some *1 dli of the propellant gas will be

released from the ahaft of the system following the launching of

the projectile. In harmony with the widely supported policy of



reducing airborne contamination for the proteotion of the health

and safety of the public, it is extremely desirable to reduoe

the quantity of fission pr'oducts escaping into the atmosphere.

For this and other reasons, some means of preventing total es-

cape of the gases should be incorporated in the GASP design.

There are a numrber of approaches possible, some of which are

contained herein. Pop purposes of discussion. a closure device

has been included in the reference system. The device will seal

the top of the shaft after passage of the vehicle, thereby pre-

venting the escape of the bulk of the propellant gas. Since

the design of the facility has not been ftnaltzed and because

of the uncertainties as to the behavior of the propelling gas,

calculations were performed assuming various fractions of gas

esoape. In some of the analyses a release percentage of .02O

was seen ted, A '"soussion of the basis for thia selection has

been Included in the text.

The mode of release of the gases may be simulated for

purposes of analysts by three general release mechanisms, These

are (1) a relatively slow release, (R) a release from an under-

ground detonation, and (3) an instantaneous rielease similar to

"a Jet, The particular mode of release which occurs depends on

"a number of indefinite ciroumstances, Therefore,, an evaluation

of the above three meohanisms of release should cover the range

of possibilities,

-3-



A slow release might ooours upon a controlled release of

the gas subsequent to treatment for fission product removal. A

minor failure such as a small breach in the shaft lining would

be another example. In any oase, the frao•tonal release of

fission products will be less than 1009. A release of 0.02% of

the fission products was assumed for oontrollable oases and If

for minor failures. The wind velooity and local meterologtoal

conditions play significant roles in determining the radiological

hazard. Under the worst meteorologioal conditions, neglecting

washout, and a release of 2; of the fi'baon products, an exclusion

radius of about 4 miles appears satisfactory to proteot the health

and safety of the publio. The radiation dosage should be less

than 25R outside of this area. Direct radiation is the prime

oontributor to the total dosage. Therefore, the oontribution of

the fallout in estimating the exolusion zone was negleoted.

Calculated results olearly show the importance of sohedul••ng the

launchings under favorable meteorological conditions. However,

it may be imperative to perform a launching in inclement weather.

The results presented for unfavorable meteorological conditions

should be consulted to aid in the evaluating the additional

hazard.

Attempts to correlate data from past underground detonations

were not very auoessful. The oonditions were too different from

the GASP conditions to afford any reasonable extrapolation.



Neveritheless, a qualitativLe analysis indicates that total r'elease

of the gases would not present an unduly seuere radiologioal hazard.

The release of the gas as a Jet results in greater dilation

of the fission produots than during the preuious mechanisms. The

anticipated cloud heights are of the order of 20,000 feet, Under

these conditions, the dosage as a result of dir'eot shine is an

isignificant contribution to the total dosage. The main radio-

logical hazard is the inhalation of select fission pr'oduots such

as the ,odines and str'ontium. The point of maximum dosage may

ite a gr'eat distance fr'om the launching site. It is difficult to

accurately estimate the distanoe because of the under'taintie8

associated with defining meteor'ologioal conditions. The whole

body external dose is 1.4 R at the point of maximum dosage. The

bone dose due to strontiun 90 is less than 6% of the acceptable

emer'genoy dose (AED) while the iodine dose to the thyroids is less

than 4,-9 of the AED. The potential padiation dose distant fr'om the

GASP site is acceptable within the limits of the defined r'efer'ence

system and assumptions,

Analytical tools are not available to analyze what pur'por'ts

to be the moat ser'ious radiological hazar'd problem associated with

Project GASP, the close-in hazar'd. The expected close-in radiation

levels will be high. It is not possible to estimate with any

accur'aoy what the levels would be for. a system with which ther'e

haa been no exper'ience. Ther'efore, it r'emains to use other' means

of estimating the olose-in hazard.

-5-



Neutron activation of the shaft and oovolume was considered

as a potential source of direct radiation. Since the high neutron

density will be of short duration and will exst, predominantly in

the oovolume of the syetem, the great eat Isnduoed activity will

occur* therein. ft 8,Ps .9i1 and Cr"5 are the prime contributors to

the bulk of the activity if steel is used a#v the material of

construction for the oovolume and shaft. The first two isotopes

have short half-lives and will be insignificant after a day or

two. Cr51 may be troublesome should internal acoess to the system

be necessary. A steel containing very little chrome would be ad-

uviable. For, the surrounding earth, the contribution of the induced

activity is extremely small and is not considered a problem,

Contamination of the ground waters appear to be highly

impossible for the GASP system if the nuolear detonation occurs

at the extreme depths. Even if the fission products were to escape

from the containment shell, they would probably be fixed on the

surrounding soil by an ton exchange or adsorption mechanism. If

the detonation is oloser to ground level, then there may be a

problem if the hydrology and geology of the surrounding earth are

unfavorable,

The use of a GASP faoility for more than one launching re-

quires the decontamination of the facility to reduce the radiation

to an acceptable level. Decontamination prvoblems in the GASP

syetem depend to a large extent on the par••cular section of the

system under oonsideration. The area surrounding the launohing

-6-0



shaft should be designed to facilitate the clean up of olose-in

fallout and washout, ifang of the techniques and pr'ocedures de-

viaed for the o.lean up of bomb te•t areas and more recently

nuclear qtorplane runways may be applicable to this part of the

system. This includes such items as coating the site aurface

with a proteOtiv'e coating or pavi'ng the surrounding area with a

hard-sloped surface with associated drains leading to dr'ainage

basins, *tor'age tanke, eto. Design features of the shaft might

ftolude t4e ooating of the steel shaft with a liner' or' insert of

a matepiql on which the fission pr'oduct,s will deposit and later'

be remoued with the liner' Four' processes for' treating the

pr'opellan.t gas wer'e discussed. The method used in decontamination

and oolleotion of the fission products must take into consider-

ation the prooeeas for their' ultimate storage or' disposalo After'

the type and nature of the wastea are define•. then they can be

more closely examined in uiew4 of the applioability of known waste

treatment methods,

The importance of a form of closure for' the GASP system

has been shown. There ape seueral appr'oaches to secure closure

which may be suitable, In essence, the mechanics of olosure can

be br'oken down into three pr'inciple parts, namely (1) actuation

of the closur'e dev'ice, (2) r'etardation of the gas and/or' sabot

and (3) closure. There are a number of principles upon w•1•oh the



aotuation of the closure devoiee may be based. Needless to say, a

positive failu'e-proo" devioe ts required. Some of the possible

schemes are based upon prleasu, es teaperatu•., r'adiat ion, optical

and eleotOrnoagnetio sensitive elements. No attempt at this time

was made to evaluate the relative mer'its of the variouas proposals

for. this in Itself r'equir'es a long thorough investigation.

Zn order, to achieve closure,, It will probably be necessary

to reduce the momentum of the mass of gas by some means, A sabot

has been suggested to protect the missile and attenuate the shocok,

however, in addition it would be -an effective device f0or retarding

the gas, An obvious means of slowing down the sabot, and the gases

behind it, would be a constriction at the top of the shaft. This

constriction may be tapered or step-wise. The inoorporatfon of a

small explosive device between the sabot and the vehicle was

considered and appears less attractive than other methods. Other

schemes considered would utilize a hydraulio plunger? arrangement

or a drag force system looated near the top of the shaft,

Finally, actual closure may be neoeasary to seal the shaft,

Sliding wedges or flaps could 'be used for. this purpose.

Based on the results of the present study a proposal in-

corporating a series of exploding wire experiments was submitted

to the Project Office?,', The objective of the proposed laboratory

pro gram is to study experimentally factor's such as oloee-in fallout

which cannot be adequately treated by analytical teoahntques.



STATEMENT Of PROBLEM

The Ground Acoelerated Space Platform (GASP) concept has

been advanced as a means of aooelerattng large masses to the

required velocity for going into orbit. Preliminary studies (1,

2) have shown the hydrodynamic and the oonstruction feasibility

of the system. The present investigation was to determine the

radiological hazards on the surrounding environment resulting

from the detonation.

In order to evaluate the magnitude of this potential

problem, the Cross-Malsker study was initiated with the following

objectives.*

1. To determine the degree of radiological hazard to

the immediate and distant areas resulting from the

.firing of a GASP under normal firing conditions with

emphasis on the hazards from the contaminated pr~o-

pulsion gases escaping from the mouth of the shaft

while closure is being effected.

2. To evaluate the effect of meter-ologioal condittona

on the degree of airborne hazard.

-9-



3. To evaluate the radiologioal hazard in terms of the

design of the launching system.

4. To consider various types of credible aocidents and

their effect on the radiological hazard e.g. failure

of the closure mechanism or escape of radioactive

material due to fai lure of the containment shell

because of inadequate design or increased yield of

the nuclear' device.

5. To suggest means of reducing radioactive contamination

of the surrounding areas, and thereby reduce the

associated hazards,.

6. To develop an experimental program for studying pa-

rameters of the G.A.S.,P. system under laboratory

conditions.

REFERENCE SYS2TEM

The general approach used in this study was to assume

ceestain maxirxm values for' the various parameters and make calcu-

lations based upon the assumed system to evaluate the radiological

hazards, To obtain this end, the following reference system was

defitned as a basis for' analysits.

The system eonsists of a facility capable of placing into

-10-



orbit a vehicle weighing 10 tons. The vehicle is 4 feet in

diameter' and 40 feet long, A sabot is below the vehiole to

protect it from the propellant gas and shook. Its mass is

approximately the same as that of the vehicle. The vehicle

and sabot are fired from a 15,000 feet long steel lined shaft

which has a 70 feet spherical cavity (oo.olume) at the bottom

to absorb the ehooko The spherical cavity has two linings

separated by a water- barrier, the inner one expendable and the

outer' reusable. The volume of the shaft and sphere are 290,000
3 3

ft. and 180,000 ft. respectively. Prior to firing, the upper

part of the shaft is evacuated and the cavity is filled with a

propellant gas such as hydrogen. The specific propellant weight

of hydrogen is 72 pounds of hydrogen per ton. Thus, the refer-

ence system requires approximately 1440 pounds of hydrogen to

accelerate the projectile and sabot to the desired velocity. A

kiloton nucl car o harge i.- exploded and the gas expands yielding

a launching pressure of 3,000 atmospheres and an initial temper-

ature of 500,000 C. As the gas expands, the vehicle and its

sabot accelerate with the vehicle leaving the shaft at a terminal

velocity of 40,000 ft/sec. It takes slightly more than 0.5

seconds to ?-eaoh this velocity, The average temperature of the

gas ts approximately 1,000 C when the missile lsaues the tube.

The vehicle or the sabot activates a closing devioe as it travels

uzp the she1ft so that the bulk of the propelling gases and radio-

active debris are contained. Some of the propelling gas as well

as the vaporized bomb components wul4 escape. The released gases



oar'rying fission produots, , for•, a oloud which rsaes and expands.

The lager r'adoaot'ue particulate will fall baok to earth in

"the irmed'tde area of the sh.aft.

RE'SULTS OF UNER 1ROUMW DETONALLTON TESTS

During the past few years, the ARC has conducted a series

of underground detonations to investigate their charaoteristics.

Although the data gathered from these tests cannot be direct.ly

applied to the GASP system because of widely dissimilar con-

ditionst, valuable qualitative information may be applicabla. The

following summarizes the pertinent observ'ations:

(1) Gas escaped from the zero room into the tunnel in

only 1 of the 5 tests in which there was no br'eak-

thr'ough to the surtface.

(2) The major' portion (65.-80,9) of the gross fission

produots (3) aoti, 'ity is in dflute solid solution

in the earth sur'r'ounding the zero room. The re-

mainder' is distributed throughout the collapsed zone

of the chimney and is deposited on the surface of

"the broken material.

(3) In the Neptune Event (4) the surface was disrupted

by material and gas venting with sziffioient force

-.22-



to throw large rocks in the air. The resultant dust

plume rose to a height of about 1600 feet above the

terrain. Integration of the total fallout patter-n

on the surface gave l-21 of the total fission

activity produced by the explosion even though maxt-

mum orater dimensions were realized. Almost all of

the radioactivity that did escape from the crater-

w.as deposited on large particales whioh fell near the

crater. After one hour, the radtatto-n level in the

crater was less than 1000 r/hr. The direotion and

shape of the fallout pattern were determined by low

altitude wind direction and velocity, and the direct

cloud height.

(4) A base surge forms (5) following a sub-surface deto-

nation. when th mat"iral I'M' t"-- colin fail&s back to

the surface. The finer particles roll out radially

along the surface to form a low cloud which appears

following the subsidence of the initial throwout.

If the column iv contaminated by the fire-ball, the

contamination must be produced by mixing with the

early remnants of the fire-ball.

(5) Early fallout is deficient in those fission products

such as Sr 8 9 and Ba14 0 having gaseous precursors.



DEPTH FOR COMETME COjVTAINAIVNT

If a nuolear- detonation oocurs at a shallow depth, a

fireball is evident as it breaks through the earth surfaoe

before it is obsoc'ed by clouds of dirt and dust. The released

gases oary zup into the air. large quanti ti es of earth, r'ook and

debris in the form of a cylindr'ical column fanning out as it

rises into the shape of an inverted cone. If the site of the

detonation is sufitocently below the suraface, the entire gas

and fission product release is contained in the earth. As

derived from the Rainier (6) detonation, the value for the

depth of complete containment is given by:

D = 450 /(.)

where D is the depth of burial in feet and W is the yield in

kilotons.

The radioactivity from Rainier' was completely contained

within a r'adcus of 60 feet. For' tuzrf, this radius R, is given

by:

R = 5o W/ (2)

Figure I shows a plot of D and R, calculated using the above

equations for' various size detonatons. These equations were

developed for unsupported tuzr'f. The use of a reinforced structure

-14-
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would reduce the depth r'equirement.

There is little danger- of not containing the explosion
in the r'eferenoe design since the detonation occurs at a depth

of about 25,000 feet for' a ver'tical shaft. If a hor'izontal

tube or series of explosions is used, the detonation section

rrmst be located at least 1,000 feet below the sur'face unless

speoial containment shields are included in the design.

ESTIMATE Of PISSION PRODUJOT ESCAPE

Ideally, there should be no escape of fission product&,

but in proatioe it will r'equir'e about 0.01 seconds for' the

closure device to close. The shaft in the r'efer'enoe system has

a cross section of 12.6 ft.2, therefore, assuming a constant

gas velooity of 400000 ft/see, 5,000 ft.3 of gas will escape.

This is only an order of magnitude since the gas escape velooity

will not remnain constant at 40,000 ft/seo. The escaped gas repre-

sents less than 1.5% of the total gas since the combined volume of
3the shaft and co'olume is about 370,000 ft. The quantity of

fission pr'oduots escaping with the gas depends upon their' dtitr'i-

button. Approximately 2% of the fission products will escape

if it is conservatiuely assumzed that they are uniformly dtapersed

in the gas. This r'epresents a large quantity of fission pr'oducts.

Howeuer', a unifor'm dispersion is unlikely. The fission products



are initially completely vaporized, but as the gas expands and

cools down, there is a high probability of deposition on or.

interaotion with the walls of the shaft. There will be an

erosion or vaportzation of some of the materital with a reault-

tng diluton of fission products. Thus, the exiting gas will

be slightly defio•ient in some of the fission products.

The amount of fission product release can be minimized

by inoorporating novel design features in the faoility. P'Or

example,, the injection oj' a spray of water near the top of the

shaft to rapi dly reduce the pressure and to dilute th4 oonoen-

tr'attion of the fission products in the gas. The water shield

in the oovolume will have a similar effect. It may be possible

to minimize fission product esoape from the oovolume by utliz-

inga fvorblebom gemety and oovolume design. An eicpanston

chamber near' the top of the shaft plus a faster acting cloeur'e

device will considerably decrease the escape of fission products.

More importantly, the inoorporation of the recently developed

"clean" nuclear detonations devices& instead of those that were

used in most of the underground teats to date will greatly help.

An estimate of the value of each of the above suggestions

was made and a fission product release reduot ion factor' assigned



as shown below.

E ,TRE FACTOR

Use of Sabot 20

Dilution of gas by water & interaction with
materials 10

Faster' acting olosure device

Institution of "clean" nuclear' detonations 50

Pavor-able oo'olWne and bomb design 5
Inoorporation of an expansion chaer 5

It is assumed for' the purpose of analysis, that fission

product release car'.bq reduced by a factor' of at least 100 by

incorporation of some or all of the design features, therefore,

the release under normal operating conditions would be about

RELEASE OF FISSION PRODUCTS TO ENVIRON/WENT

When the vehicle exits from the shaft some of the gas

will escape. The behavior' of the gas as it leaves the shaft

can be visualized in several ways. This section considers three

types of gas release, namely, (1) a relatively slow release

similar' to that usually oonsider'ed in reactor hazards analyse.,

(2) a release as in an undergr'ound detonation, (3) an instan-

taneous release as in the case of a near" groun4 lezse2 nuclear

-.-!8=



detonation. Each of these is discussed separately in the follow-

ing with regards to radioacttLe jeju reecl ojeud heights fallout,

etoo These e-xamplea p•'esent the e gremtes a4P as suBL•hp give the

Fange Of the aGltioiA• a ed hazards. Af•.f"e establishing these, an

effort w.4l be made to determfne the most probable condition.

Z. SLOWREYASE OF FZSSXON .PRODUCTS

Cal~ulaztons were performed to obtain the order of magni.

tude of the hazard associated with the complete release of all

fiasson produot3 from a kiloton detonation. This srxe detonation

was selected for' ease of scaling the hazards for larger or smaller

sized detonations. These calculations can be extrapolated to

other conditions using the appropriate factors for fitaton yield

and fraction of gas escaped. Reactor hazards analysis techniques

and equations were used as a first approximation for' aloud height,

accumulated exposure to a greound receptor, fallout and washout.

Although this approach appears arbitrary, ft is slpported by the

behavior by the release of fission products from the Neptune

Event.(4) There will most ltkely be a slow continuous release

of gas in spite of the use of devices such as a sabot or fast

acting closaure mechanism to prevent the escape of the gas.

A, C LOUDVIJ n'TGi

,The gas will escape as a oloud containing fission products.

The eloud will disperse as it rises and will be carried along with

-l 9-



the wind. The range o.f elud height.s ma be between zero (es-

sentiaJJu no P't9e) and a dheight ,ooewhat jeae than that of an

ixtbmio bomb. na apprOaohaf haue been awed to oajoulate cloud

r'tse fr'omi a Peaotor. Sutton (') using the theory of diffusion

determtne3 the height at which the oloud and the enutr'onment are

at the same temperature, while Maohta assumes a constant rate of

envir'onmental air' entratnment, Zn the latter', the cloud rise is

important and is more applicable to lar'ge clouds. Because of

the unoertainties in determining many of the terms in these

equations, the height of cloud rise is usually calculated using

a less rigorous form. In reactor hazard analysis, a cloud rise

has been estimated using an equation based on the work of 5Ut ton,

H = (ln 10)' ) X (2n)/2 (4

Where X = downstream distance (meters)

Ux = diffusion parameter,

n = stability parameter

H = height in meter's

.This equation defines the plume "boundary" so that its

concentration falls to 10% of its axial ualue.

Two conditions are considered in the pr'esent oalcu-

lations, namely stable and unstable conditions. Typical .ualuea

for the diffusion iznd stability par'ameter's were assumed as:

--s..



Condition OZ nl

Stable 0.06 0.50

Unsaabl e 0.21 0.20

Thus,. equation (3) beoomes for stable conditions:

H = 0.0915 (X) 0"75 (4)

and for unstable oonditiona:

H = 0.32 (X) 0 . 9 0  (5)

Cloud heights oaloulated for. stable and unstable oonditions as

a funation of downwind distanoe are given in Table 1.

B. ACCUUMATJLD EXPOSURE TO A GROUND BR30EP1OR

The fission of 0.11 pounds of uranium or, plutonium will

release the same amount of energy as 1000 tons of TIfT (8), ther e-

fore, t�he n"-,.mbr. of fi astions pep kiloton equals:

0.11 lb. X 454G X mol X XO23fisions =.278 X 10^3 Fisions
KWl3tofn lb.ol -foo. on

If 100% of the total. fission produot8 are released and oontained

in a aloud with 60% of the aotivity. effeotiue (9) to ground re-

ceptor, then the aooaumulated dosage in r•'entgens is giuen by:

D = (F) (1.86 X 10-6) V.0 2
_, Roentgens •

H (d)2'2

-2le -



/
TABLE I

CLOUD ZIG7CUT

DISTANCE DOWNIND I£HICGT OF CLOUD (M'TERS)

Stable Unstable
Feet Meter's Conditions Conditton8

100 30.5 1.19 6.9

250 76.0 2.36 15.8

500 152 B. 96 29.5

1000 304 @6c 535

1 Mile 1610 23.3 246

2.5 t 4030 46,3 563

5 , 8050 7717 1047

10 " 16100 130.8 1955

25 " 40300 260.2 4467

-22-



where:

F = total n•uber of ftsetons p•lodoued

v = w~ind velooitt (cnVaea)

d-diatanoe )#"am OriginA (am)

D = aoownulated dose (roentgens)

H Q cloud height (meters)

Substituting P = 2.278 x 10 2 3 (1 Kiloton detonation) in equation

(6) gives:

D = 2.377 X 10 0.2

H da.2 "

Accumulated doses calculated using this equation are

given in Tables II and = for stable and unstable conditions,

respectively. These data are based on the complete escape of

all the fission products from a kiloton detonation. For in-

oomplete escape of the fission products, multiply the values

given in the tables by a factor representing the frPaction ex-

caped. Haltiply by the yield in kilotons for smaller or larger

detonations.

The Reactor Safeguards Committee defines the exclusion

radius as the distance within which the accumulated dosage is

greater than 25 roentgen. Substituting D = 25, r = d, X - d/100

and equations (4) or (5) in equation (7) are*solving for r gives

the following for the exlo•uion radius for a kiloton detonation

under stable conditions;

r. = 9X e0 oV o (on

-273.
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and similarly, for' unstable conditions:

V = 87 X l05 0.064.5 cm (9)

Values for. the exclusion radii as a function of wind velocity

are plotted in Figures (2) and (3).

The above equations for exclusion radii were derived

for the case of 200% release of the fission products and a yield

of I kilooton. Po obtain similar' equations for' fraotional gas

release8 and other' fission yields.. the appropriate number' rmust

be substituted in equation (6) and the new exclusion radii

equations deriued,

The curves of Figures (2) and (3) indicate a fairly large

exclusion radius is necessary. However', it should be borne in

mind that the calculations were performed for 200% release while

Ir elr normnal opeva~ng conditions the release would be of the

cider of only a few percent. For purposes of Illustration, curvea

for- 1 and 10 percent release are inoluded in Figures (2) and (3).

0. FALLOUT

F'allout refers to the deposition of radioacti,,ve matter

fiom an air'borne cloud during non-preoipitating weather and in-

cludes the effects of both grauttational settling and impaction,

The maximum depositi fon at a distance downwind for' a continuous

-26-
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,'eI ease S. g•ien by:

ca C 4 2.(hJ()

wfhetre

w = deposit1on rmate (mel/seo"-.m2 )

S= souroce rel ease rate (mev/eeo 2)

n = stability parameter

C11 = diffusion coefficient (m n/( )

d = downwind distance (m)

It has been assumed forp urposes of calculation that

oomp.Zlete release of the fission products will occur. For the

aotual situation there are a number of possibilities as to the

mode of gas release for this assumed condition of a slow release.

One might involve an initial puff with a subsequent steady release,

Another could be a continuous steady stream of gas. In another

case, a controlled release following some type of treatment to

reduce the fission product concentration might ensuze.

To analyze reigorously each of the potential modes of

release would be quite burdensome and would not contribute greatly

to the overall contamination evaluation. Therefore, the approach

taken assuming a constant gas release rate for a finite period of

time appears Justified,.

Under the condition the actiuity deposited at a point

downwind is giuen by:

-29-



where

w = deposition (meu/seo-mg)

t,1 = 0

t 2  t

161 wt (12)

Substituting equati•on (10) for w gives:

e I t C . .- . .2

but Q = Qat stnoe gas release r'ate is oonstantf thus yielding.-

2 e-l-j C e2(n/2) (14)

Fr'om the ZSWimar'y Repor't of the Reaotor' Safeguards Com-

mittee, the effeotiveness of radiation due to preoipitated aotivitz:;

is 1.3 X 10-8 R/day for' gama radiation of 1 mev/sec-m R and 2.3 X
_I,

.10-" R/day for beta activity. Since r'oughly equal fraotions of

the ener'gy go off as gamma- and as beta r'adiation and oonverting

to hours, the effeo•tueness is 3.0 X 10-9 R/hour for' I gev/seo-m2

of ground deposited acttvity. Thus, the fol2owing equation is

obtained for' the dose r'atea

DR3.o0 x 10-9 ,,,-9S= 7V (Ae,,/,eo-,,#) x (.0 10.se-. RAT.
DR Afev/seo-m 2  (1.5

Substituting equation (14) and (11) gives:

DR 30 x10,o/-9 n(Q

2eT7r1 ,, R-(n/2)

The activity resulting f'rom the instantanieous f'or'maflon of fisston

-30 -



produots is approximated by the Way-Wigner equation:

Q= F X 12. 0 S-2 = 2.04 X I03 t- 1 . amev/seo (77)

where

P number of fs8sion (1.278 X J023 ftseons,/klot on)

t time (seconds)

Substituting equation (17) in (16) gives:

D = 1.061 X 1014 n t-1.2

R C d2 4(n/2)28

since d = Z t (u mean wind velocity - meters/sea)

D - ._ 14 n ()2
DR = 1.062 X 10 0 z)2(9)

CY 2a.,8-(n/2)

The total integrated dose (TID) ts given by:

TID= D dt kQV/
J t1

where DR. = dose rate due to initial level of activity

Substituting D DR t, and defining limita from 10 seconds
RR

to infinity (DR1 and DR muszt be in units of R/seo.) pi7ves:

TXD - J DR t-•. 2 dt = 5 DR•t -. 3.5 (2)
f,04 10 3 .DR (2



Converting equation (19) to seconds and substituting in (21) giv'es:

10 -122
TID= 9.28X 100 , U) (R2)Its_

For' stable conditions n = 0.5 and C = 0.1, thua equation (22,)

becomes:
1l 2.2

TID = 4.64 X 10 (u) (23)

while for' unstable oonditions n = O.2 and i = 0.37 so
10 1.2

TID = 5.02 X 10 (-U) (24)2.14

The total integrated dose is glven as a f"Unction of

distance for- stable and unstable conditions in Tables IV and V,

respectively. These values are based on a system releasing the

fission products from a one kiloton detonation. They are readily

applied to other' conditions by multiplying by the fraotion of

.fission products escaped and the yield in kilotons.

D. WASHOUT

Washout deposition refer's to radioaOtivity deposited on

the earth by the sorabbing action of raindrops or' snowflakes

passing through a radioactive cloud. The total washout is often

considered the "worst possible air'bor'ne contamination condition"

in reactor' hazard analyses. An upper limit to the possible hazard

-32--
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due to the total ins tantaneous washout of a cloud (7) containing

airborne material 98 approximated by:

C TF 5 d(n/ (25)

This ts applioable for a continuous release of fission products

r'om the source.

The syLbol8 are the same as those used in the fallout

section. Substituting C = 0.1 and n = 0.5 and using the technique

developed in the fallout section, the following equation is derived

for the total integral dose for the washout conditions,

TID = 5 X10 22 a O.2 26

d 1.95

The total tntegrated dose for di.fferent wind speeds and distances

are given in Table VI. These can be scaled to other conditions

as in the above.

E. ANALYSIS

The treatment in this seotion dealing with the slow release

of fission products is of value in the evaluation of hazsards from

a number of possible oioumstances. The circumstances might be

controllable or perhaps a result of some sort of failure. The

controllable oircumstances would be a controlled release of the

gases. One example of a failure would be a small breach in the
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S9haft lining. In any case, it is highly possible that the

fractional release of fission products will be somewhat less than

100,i. For controllable cases, the release has been taken as .02O

and for minor failure ciroumstanoes a release of 1,9 is estimated.

For these releases, Table VII shows the doses obtainable for the

condition of cloud shine, fallout,, and washout as a function of

distance downwind.

The exclusion zone for' the GASP site should be based

upon the hazards resulting from the maximum plausible accident

situation. For this reason, the exolusion radii as depicted in

Figures 2 and 3 have been plotted for' releases of 1, 10 and l00j9.

Under' the worst meterologioal conditions (excluding washout) and

a slow fission product release of 1%, an exolusion radius of

about 4 miles appears satisfactory to proteot the health and

safety of the public. It should bC noted, that the exclusion

radii equations were based upon the dose received solely from the

direct radiation of the cloud. No provision was made to incorpo-

rate the aoumulated dose from fallout or' washout. The ratio of

the fallout dose to the direct cloud dose is small. Therefore,

it appears Justified to neglect its contribtion for' purposes of

estimation of the exclusion zone. The resulting doses from wash-

out conditions are high. Hazard analyses of the washout situation

are usually performed for academic purposes only, for it is

totally impractical to attempt to establish an exclusion zone based
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upon the dose which would be received as a result of a washout,

It can be stated conclusively that the vast majority of reactor,

installations in this country wxuld have inadequate exclusion

zones if they were based upon the washout condition. The above

indicates the need for plaoing meteorological oontrols upon the

scheduling of shots. Results previously presented clearly show

the importance of initiating shots under favorable meteorological

conditions. It is reoognized that under' extreme ciroumstanoes

it may be imperative to perform a launching in inclement weather.

Por this aircumstanoe, the results presented for unfavorable

meteorological conditions should be consulted to aid in the

evaluation of the additional rstk involved.

17. SUBSURFACE EXPLOSIONS

The cloud resulting from an underground detonation will

not rise as rapidly or- as high a.z that from an above ar'faae

detonation. In fact, if the detonation ocours aujfficiently deep,

there will be no venting or escape of gas,(this of course, assumes

that the earth is unsupported).

The results of Operation Teapot (J) may give an ins-ight

Into the radiation hazard problems. In Operation Teapot, 1,2

kilo tons charge was detonated at 65 feet below the surofaoe. Tenta-

tive results indioate that throw-out reached a height of 700 feet

and a maxim•m diameter- of 1300 yd. The throw-out was complete in



about 17 sec. The base surge first became visible at about 33

seconds and continued to expand tntJ about 216 seo. The surge

height was about 340 feet on the upwind and 100 feet on the down-

wind sides, respeotively. After the subsiding of the aurge, a

cloud became visible. A plot of the cloud height as a fu4ctfon

of time is given in Figure 4. A comparison of this data with

that given previously for cloud height caloulat ed for a reactor

incident indicoates that a faster rise time and a higher altitude

(Table .) was obtained in Operation Teapot. The radiation level

at ground zero was greater than 6000 r/hr after a lapse of I

hour. The decrease in the activity followed the t- 1 . decay law.

Aerial photographs of the area one mile from ground zero

indicated that the regon of heavy material fallout extended

about 1 mile in a southwest direction. Figure 5 illustrates the

radiation levels resulting from fallout at I hour after detonation.

It is recognized that the conditions for the described

8ub~surfaoe detonation vary greatly from those to be encountered

in the GASP system. Nevertheless, the results of the test point

up the conservativeness of the hazards caloulati ons presented in

the previous section. In the GASP system the detonation will

%9oour' in a "clean" environment contained by a steel enclosure

while Operation Teapot utilized no means of earthen support.

Therefore, a considerably higher quantity of fallout is to be

r.peo t ed.
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Keeping in mind that the falloout do0e would be, most

likely, orders of magnitudes greater for Teapot than GASP, we

find that the ,sodose curves of Figure .5 indicate that the

majority of the fallout remained in close to ground zero.

LiU. RELEASE AS HIGH ENERY JrT - Thee Popellant gas initially

loaves the shaft at a velocity of 40,000 ft/seo and at an initial

pressure of 3000 atmospheres. Under these conditions the gas

will shoot up into the atmosphere as a relatively thin ool2mn and

then expand as dictated by ambient conditions. TUrbulence at

the edge of the column will cause some mixing with the atmosphere.

If the proper proportion of hydrogen and air are attatned, a

violent explosive reaction will occur resulting in a seoondary

detonation. This will produce water and may cause an instanta-

neous washout,, thereby. inoreastng the contamination per unit area.

The resultant fallout pattern and the radiological hazard

resulting from releases of radioactive material depends to a

large extent on the height to which the cloud ascends. The

cloud height is dependent upon the local meteorological parameters.

Also playing an important part in the ultimate contamination prob-

lem are the direction and-speeds of the prevailing winds at all

altitudes and meteorological conditions distant from the point

of detonation.

A. CLOUD HEIGHT

There are a number of methods available for computing the

expected height of radioactive effluents emitted into the
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atmosphere as a stpeam. Among these a?-e (1) a semi-em~pir'oal

approach utilizing the r'esults from bomb bur-eta and (2) semi-

empirioal equations developed from difjfston experiments for'

e]ffeotive stack height deter'mination.

BOMB BURST - In the case of a bomb burst., the rate of aloud

r'ise depends upon meteorologioal oondition8 and the energy yield

of the bomb. The eventual height depends upon the heat energy,

temperature gr'adient and the gas density,

Forp sur'face and air, blasts,, the aloud r'ise (10) as a

function of time and yield is given by:

A~ h = 200 W0-19 t ;W'~' (27)

wher'edh = cloud r'ise, feet

W = yield, kilotons

t = time, seaonds

Figure 6 shows a plot of the aloud rise for' the fir'st 10 seconds

after' a one kiloton detonation. In gener'al, any nualear' aloud

(10) r'egardless of yield reaches its maximum height in 7 minutes

after detonation, The maximum height for' a kiloton detonation.,

calculated using the above equation is 28,400 feet. The aloud

has sufficient ener'gy to reaoh this altitude under favorable

meteorological conditions. In the event of unfavorable conditions

such as an inversion, the cloud will not r'ise to this height but

level off at a lower altitude.
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STACK HEIGHT APPROACH - The Holland Equation (22) is a semit-

empirical relationship based on the results of a study oonducted

at Oak Ridge National Laboratory for aalozzlattng effectiv'e heigh&ts

for gas effluent coming Jrom a stack under stable oonditions.

Values obtained using this equation adequately desotbes most

types of effluents but the present application requires an ex-

tremely large extrapolation of the experimental results. As sach,

these caloulations are only qualitative. This equation describes

the height in terms of two properties of the gas, namely, the

exit momentur and bouyancy. It is given by:

-2
. h = 1., 02d + 7. 58 x 1o Q (28)

where

6 h = effeotive stack height increment (ft)

= average wind speed (rmph)

v = stack gas velocity (ft/see)

Q = heat released from stack (Btu/sea)

d = stack diameter (ft)

l102 ud = momentum term

7.56 X 10-2Q = bouyanoy term

For Q = 1.28 X 10 Btu/aeo, u = 40,000 ft/sea, d = 4 ft andr-=

40 mph, A h is in the order of 250,000 feet.

In another approach the effective stack height (12) is

based on the total ther-mal rise and is given by:



L 1.4 (T9)

where

Llh-= ecfjeotiz'e staock height increment (ft)

S=-stao velocity (ft/seo)

T- eessa temperature of stack (0R)

T,= absolute temperature of staok (OR)

Faor TI/= , d = 4 ft, = 40,000 ft/seo. Z-= 40 mph, Ah is

about 127,000 feet,

EXPM.TED CLOUD IMG.FiT - In summary, the oloud heights resulting

from, the bomb bursts are governed by the troposphere. The ef-

fet•ive stack height equations indicate that the existing gas

has sufficient energy to attain very high altitudees but it is

perhaps overly optimistio to expeot the stream to penetrate the

tropopause. Cllimatologioal information on thp change of wind

speed with altitude for various parts of the country indicate

that the tropopause ooours at an altitude of 25,000 to 35,000

feet in the summer., while in the winter at 30,000 to 40,000 feet.

Therefore, a conservative estimate of-thb cloud height is to

assume that the effluent.aacends to a height of 20.000 feet and

then diffjses horizontally maintaining this approximate height.

This height will be used for oalculations, fn the following

sections.
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B. DISTANCE TO A UXIMUM DOSAGE

The distanoe to the point of maxi.•a exposure is given

by:

d (ax)= (so)

where

d (max) = dtstanoe (in)

h = cloud height (M)

2~02 = diffusion parameter (m )
n = stability parameter

The dastanoe is greatly afeoated by the atmospherio paroameterp

for example,, the diatanoes oalculated for a cloud, height of 20,.000

feet and the following values for C and n .

CONDITION C n

Stable O.0 0.50

Unstable 0.21 0.20

are 55 and 3000 miles for unstable and stable oonditions, re-

speotizrely. The caloulated dtstanoe of 3000 miles may be misleading.

A height of 20,000 feet was assumed and under the defined stable

oonditions , the oloud would pirobably not -reaoh this altitude, It

appears reasonable to assume that the point of maximum dosage would

be within a few hundred mi•Zes of the launching shaft.

C. MAXIMIUM DOSAGE - WHOUL BODY

The radiation dosage at the point of maxiwmum dosage is

oaloulated in the following:
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Cur-tea of .fission produota/efission = 2.03 X 10-16t"1"9 (31)

where t is in days and

fissions/kiloton = 2.28 X 103

ouries / kiloton = 1.3 x 107 t1.2

total volume of system = 370,000 ft 3

isiaton produot oonoentration = 1.3 X lO,7 t-14 2 = 35t-102 ourtea/lt
.37 X 10 (82)

_igure 6 shows the time (7 minutes) requtred for a I K2

sur.faoe buret to aohieLe its maximum height of 28,000 feet. In

the oase under disousason sinoe the system is aoting as a Jet,

it is redasonable to assume a shorter time to aohieve the maximum

height,. An asoenaion time of 1 minute is taken for the Jet oase.

The fission produot oonoentration at 60 seoonds is taken

as the ao_"•ce concentration of the inatantaneo•us elevated radi-

ation souroe, It appeares reasonable to expeot that the release
will behave as an instantaneous release, For purposes of ,alou-

lation, it is oonservatively assumed that 10% of the volume is

released, The fission produot conoentration in the exhaust gas

is:

35
( 60)•10 2.13 X 20 ourtes/fl (.)

The total aotivity esoaping to the atmosphere is

Aotivity = 2.13 X 210 X 3o7 X 104 = P.9 X 209 our-ese (34)
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The total integr'ated dose (TIlD) at the point of maxiltm

oonoentmation is given by:

T'Dmax = v Q (35)

wher Q = ouries of fission products

u = mean wind veloitty (m/8eo)(aasumed to be 40 mt/hr)

h = effective height (m)

TIDmax = 2 X 7.9 X 109 = 3.61 curi es-sec
(o.447 X 40)(61007) m3 (a&)

Since 2 ourie-seo = 0O.547 E roentgen and taking

E = 0,7 Mev, the total whole body dose is 1,4 R.

D. MAXIMUM DOSAGE - IDML4IATON

For' high cloud heights aa oaour~rng fop the iorirons

assumed, a major, contributor to total body dose will most likely

r'esult from inhalation of the fission produc ts, Inasmuch as the

worst offenders are strontium and the todines, only these are

considered,

Equation (36) gives the TID max for all the radioactive

sources, Since only speoffo isotopes are of immediate "nterest,

the value must be multiplied by the appropriate factors. For

I 31, an exposure to 1 ourie-eo,/n3 o.f total fsoason product

activity results in the body retaining 27 ^c of iodine. The
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allowable emergenoy dose, AED (22) for Xl91 is 2000 Pad which

ooirespond toe inhaling and retaining 2660joe of iodine 131.

The dose to the thy'rotd tat

27 X .6 X2000 x73iBads (87)
2660

This aor'reponde to only 3.7% of the AE-.

In the case of Sr9 p exposwze to I ourte-seo/mw results

in inhaling 0,o6Ao0 of Sr90 by the body. One A&D oorresponds

to inhaling lOo of S P, 90. r•Po the GASP assumptions, the -"go

oontr'ibution La 5.8,% of the AND.

E. AMALYSIS

Treating the gas release as a Jet results in greater

dilution of the fission produots than in the preuvious treatments.

The antiiopated oloud heights are of the order of M0,000 feetc,

At these extr'emely high altitudes the oontr',button of dir'eot

shine to the total whole body dose in all probability will be

small. Of gr'eater' significance would be the hazard presented

by potentional inhalation of the fission produots.

In uiew of the ultimate high altitude of the oloud, the

point of maximum dosage would be a gr'eat distance f~rom the

launching site. This does not consider' the olose-in r'adiation

environment. It may be diffioul.t to estimate the point of

maximum dosage under the preuailing meteorological conditions
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since the ground Jevej meteoro.Zogioal data does not aoourate.ly

predict the oonditions existing at these extreme.Zll high altitudes.

In any case, these oaloulations were performed to itrioate an

order of magnitude of the distance.

The whole body external dose at the point of maximum dosage

was calculated to be .o4Ro The bone dose due to strontium 90 was

caloula ted to be less than 6% of the acceptable emergency dose.

The dose to the thyroids was calculated to be 73 rads, however,

the allowable dose to the thyroid glands is of the order of

OO0 rads. Tn summary, for the ae.'pt'ions made and the 1 kiloton

detonation the potential doses distant from the GASP site are

acceptable. The potential doses resulting from conditions other

than assumed can be extrapolated from the results herein.

CLOSE-IN FA.aLOVT

Thq previous sections utilize standard diffusion equations

and are generally reliable for estimating conditions at points

distant from ground zero. They estimate the initial distribution

of the fallout partioles in space on the basis of height and size

of the visible cloud. Current methods for predicting radioactive

fallout do not provide acourate inform•aton on olose-in fallout.

Primarily, this is because they are based upon diffuson theory

rather than on a fundamental theory of the fallout process, that
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is, the dynamios of the fallout process before the nuclear oloud

stabilizes.

A theory for close-tn fallout (18) has been prepared

whioh takes into account the motion of the fallout particles from

inception in the fireball until they return to the ground. Even

this theory does not provide accurate results in close to ground

zero. In fact, the developers of the theory do not consider the

results reliable at distances less than 1 mile. SPrthermor.e,

this theory was developed utilizing the parameters and conditions

associated with a land surface bomb blast, The conditions during

launching are considerably different and, therefore, the appli-

oability of this theory to the GASP system is questionable. In

view of thie,no calculations were made. However, the olo-se-in

fallout is very important and will have to be seriously considered

in the de.qinn of the GASIP system, Moa'• prec•i• oloaa-in falloUt,

data rmay be possible as a result of laboratory studies.

NEUVRON INDLJED ACTIVITY

All elements ecoept helium capture neutrons. If the

target material contains more than one isotope, each type inter-

acts separately with its oi,)n characteristics. Thus, sevieral new

isotopes may be produced. some of which are radioactive and

others stable, The calculation of neutron induced activity
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requipes a knowledge of the following faotors.:

Neutron #xMosure - the number of neutrons per sq. om

impinging on the material. More than 99% of the neutrons

(14) released during fast fission appear' within 10-8

seconds of the explosion. Delayed neutron and neutrons

produced by secondary (•, n) reactions need not be

considered. It is s•ffoient to oonsider only the prompt

neutrons in the aotivation process. Fission explosions

produce on the order of 1023 neutrons per kiloton,

Neutron Energy - the energy distribution of the neutrons

depends on the type of explosion, nuclear material and

the geometry of the bomb oomponents, Experiments,

conducted at the Nevada Test Site to measure the energy

distribution, indicate neutron energies ranging from a

fraction of an electron volt up to several million. The

energy value of the slow neutrons was fixed at about

0.2 electron volt. The energy groups and neutron dise-

tributi on assumed in these calculations are shown In

Table VIII. Since the activation cross section varies

inversely as the energy of the neutron, the contribution

of the neutrons in the high energy group may be safely

neglected.

Matertals - The composition of the material will signif ,-

cantly affect the degree of induced activity since all
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TABLE VXXI

NEUTRON .97VERGY- DI STPJBUTI ON

NEUTRON ENERGY NEUTRON DISTRIBUTION
(eL') (MNmber' of Neutr'ons)

0.2 3 X 1Olga

0.2 - 2 X 10 6  3 X 10 2 3

6 `'"
x io .3X 10O--



atomio speoes do not form radioaotive produots after'

neutron oapture. The shaft and oovolume will probably be

made of steel so the oomposition given in Table IX is

assumed for. caloulational purposes.

Cross section - The probability of neutrons interaoting

with atoms to form radfoaotive iaotopes is referred to

as the aotivatton Orose seotion. This is a funotton of

neutron energy and the energy charaoteriatics of the

atoms. The miorosoopto aotivation cross seotion is

usually given in tables for' thermal neutrons (0,025 ev),

therefore,. the oPo.8 section for' 0•2 ev neutrons (applying

the l/v relationship) is 0.389 times the value for ther'mal

neutrons, Values for' the mioroscopic aotiuation oross

seotion are given in Table X,

I. CALCULATION OF TRE IXADUED NEUTRON ACTIVITY IN "1E COVOLUME

The diameter' of the oovolume in the referenoe system is

70 fto, therefore, the surfaoe area Is:

Surfaoe area = 47rr = 47T( -.) = 15,400 ft 2  (98)

= 1.43 X l10 om2

The souroe strength is 3 X 1023 neutronr9/•ilo ton so the

neutron exposure negleoting attenuation in the steel of the co-

volume Is given by:

S 3 X "!023
re. = - 7431IQ = 2.10 X l016 neatrons/ofa r3i)
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TABLE IX

STEEL COMPOSITION ASSUMED IN CALCULATIONS

ELEMENT

Fe 97.4

C 0.1

Mn 0.4

S o.03

P 0.03

Cr 1.0

MH 0.5



0 0

C-.4

44)N4

4 4

0) 0 10

C4 C' 2 'l



Tehe number' oj' neutron activation oaptur'ea p•e• om of suirfaou for'

eaoh atomic speote is given by:

R = N 00. 2(40)
A

R = 9.86 x 1040  -.- F/A (41)
0.2

where R = radioactive atome/om

n = neutrons/cma of 8urface

N = Avogadr'os number (6 X 10 3 atoma/mol)

= mioroacopio aotiuation oposs section for 0.2 e,

neutrons (cm/atom) (0.389 .o~ herial)
0.2

e= denat ty of steel (7. 8 gm/om3 )

F = weight fraotion of element of interest

A = atomic weight (g/mool)

The activity at the surface of the steel is:

Actiuity = d R/dt A -A Z.87X-10 1 R/It (42)
3.." X 1010 3.7 X 1010

Activity = 1.84 X 1030 .,2 P/A t. ourtes/cma (43)

Table X gives the required data for oalculating induced

activity, while Table XI gives the induced activity resulting

from the primary transmutation, An examination of Table XI

indicates that M5n, Si 31 and CrO5 1 contribute the bulk of the

aotivity, The fir-t two have half-lives of less than 3 hours so
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TABLE XX

INDUCED ACTIVITY IN CO VOL UME

ELEMM HALF2-LIFE ACTIVITY (Mill touwtea/cm)3

Fe59 47 days 8.5 X 10-3

C14 5800 years negltgible

Mn56 2.6 hour's 75

87 days O.98 X 10- 6

Pi2 14.3 days 1.3 X 10-

St31 2.7 hour's 0.43

Cr 51 26.5 days 286

93 -

Mo 97 hour's 1,42 X 10-3
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they will be insignifioant after a day or so. Cr bl is par. i2var-

ly troublesome sinoe its half-life is .longer (R6.5 days). Thus, a

steel oontaining less chrome is suggested.

I. IMDUCED ACTIVITY IN 2TI SHAPT

Since the greatest part of the irnduoed aotiiuty will ococu

during the first 10-8 seconds, the highest concentration of induced

aotivity will be in the portion of the shaft nearest the oouolume.

The level of activity in the shaft will probably be orders of

magni tude lower than in the oovolume, therefore,, it appears that

induced activity will not be a problem in the shaft.

III. SURROUNDING EARTH

Induced radtoaotivity in the soil will be limited to the

vicinity of the oovolwne since the transm•tations are caused

primarily by the prompt neutrons. In moat aoils the stgnificant

neutron induced gamma-ray emitting radioaotive isotopes are Na2 4 ,

A2 , and Mn 6, Batzel (15) estimated the level of activity in-

dizoed in a typical medium surrounding a nuclear explosion. Table

XII defines the typical medium. The soil contains ROf water,

therefore, the neutrons are thermallized before capture with

approximately 40% of the neutrons being captured by the soil and

the remainder, by the hydrogen of the water. The important radio-

acotive nu'lides produoed, the percent of the neutron oapture

leading to these nuolides and the induced activity per kiloton

are given in Table XIII. Figure 7 shows a comparitson of induced
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T A B L E XII

TYPICAL MEDIUM*

ELEMENT ABUNDANCE BY WT %

Si 50

Al 14.5

Fe 9

Ca 6.4

H 5.1

Na 4.9

K 4.2'

Mg 3.7

TV 0.6

P 0.18

Mn 0.18

Co 0.0042

*Ma8on, Brtian: Principles of Geoohemistry', Johtn Wiley &
Sons (1952).
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roadioaotivity to fission produot activity as a function of time.

The induoed aotivity contributes about 1% after' 1 week and only

O.J,9 at about 45 days. Co60 and Fe 5 9 are the most troublesome

In view of their relatively long half life.

The induced aotittty in the soil w1ll vary with the

distance fr`om the covolume surface. As a rvesult of Plumbbob

Obserzvations (16) the following emp•,rioal equation was devised

to give aoti•ity as a function of depth in the sol:

Actiit-0 = IOe 07 87 4 X - lOe -0.11811 x -0.39370 X (44)

where x is depth in cm.

Figure 8 shows a plot of this equation with the function

n ormaltzed to unit activity at the surface of the soil, This

equation is similar, to the thermal neutron flux distribution

pattern and should represent the aotivptfy dts-tbibution for those

activities produced principally by thermal neutrons. Since the

oontritbution of induced activity fn the soil to the total radi-

ation dosage is extremely 8rmall, it is not considered a problem.

GROUND WATER CONTAMINATION

The degree of ground water' contamination depends upon

the quantity of fission products released and the.ohemioal oompo-

sition, geology and hydrology of the surround earth. Ground water-

samples (17) collected at the Nevada Test Site indicate no sig-

, Ufiant inorease in radi aatiuitWt aboue auzpvro, d ainQe the
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Operation Plumbbob and Hardtack underground nuclear explosions.

/I This is attributed to the formhatSon of silica glass by the ex-

plosion and the ton exchange properties ofrfission products in

normal earth minerals and the nature of underground water flow.

The absorption or exchange of fission products from ground water

by moat naturally occurring minerals is important since this

mechanism helps to retard the movement of the fission producots.

The movement is predictable in terms. of the hydrology of an

area and the distribution coefficient. The latter describes

the distribution of the ton of interest between the water and

the mineral. In general, ground water contamination (15) in

teats to date has not present6d any serious hazard.

It should be pointed out that the referenced t.ests were

conducted under extremely favorable soil' conditions. If for some

reason the GASP facility must be located in soil W.th an unfavor-

able geology and hydrology, ground water contamination may present

a problem if the oontainment is breached at levels in which ground

water are encountered. Another possible source of contamination

of the ground waters may be a result of induced actio'vity of the

soil. For this hypothesis, a breach of the containment vessel

is not necessary. For our- particular circumstances in which the

covolume may be of the order of 15,000 feet below ground leuel,

there to little, if any, chance of ground water contamination.

C'IEMICAL RF.4OTIONS

The primary propellant is hydrogen. gasp, whic., as a eTrv lt

of the nuclear detonation, will contain other materials. These
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include the fission produots, vaporfized bomb oomponents and

struotural materials. The gas will consist of tons and eleotron&.

at the h1igh initial temperature. However., as the temperature de-

creases the tons and eleotrons will recombine to form free elements

or compounds. The forvmatton and subsequent reactions of these com-

pounds are of partioular interest for determining decontamination

procedures. There is a strong possibility of the elements in the

gas as well as the components of the walls forming hydrides since

they are in contact with high temperature and pressure hydrogen.

If water is present, the hydrides could react to form oxides and

hydroxtdes. This reaotion would greatly influence the behavior

of these materials.

Vnderground bomb teats (6) have demonstrated the formation

of a number of chemical compounds. Gaseous hydrogen and some

organias were found. The hydrogen was traced to the decomposition

of water and organic materials. The formation of CRH6 and C%14

were probably formed from the matertals in the detonation chamber

such as wood, cable installation and paraffin. Under ambient

oonditions, the gas in the GASP system will consist of hydrogen,

water vapor, gaseous fission products and organios.

DRNO ATANINA TION

Preliminary studies of the radiological hazards associated

uith an underground nuclear detonation indicates the need for

effective decontamination procedures since the facility must be
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used several times to be economically practical. Decontamni nation

must be accomplished in a minimum of time and within established

oonstrqtnta of health and safety. Decontamination problems in

the GASP system depend to a large extent on the particular' section

of the launching system under' oonsideration. Decontamination is

discussed considering the following four' parts of the system:

(a) Launching Site Area

(b) Shaft and Covol?,)ne

(o) Propellant Gas

(d) Treatment of Fission Product Wastes

I. LAEMMNCF-NG SITE AREA

The area surrounding the launching tube should be designed

to faoilitate the clean up of radioactiv'e fission pr'oducts result-

tng from fallout or washout. Among the factor's besides those of

physical and chemical nature of fallout (18) which influence the

oontaminability are the physioal and chemical characteristics of

the site surface. Mtateralsa, roughneas, porosity, wettabUlity,

absorbability and chemical reaotivLty are sur-faoe properties

affeating the r'etention of fission products. These properties

are responsible for- the degree to which a oontamtnant can be

loosened, removed and transported by decontamination processes

and/or the weather' elements. Materials that can be decontaminated

most readily are those whose surfaces are hard, smooth, non-

porous and chemically inert.
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The design of the facility should include such items as

the pactng of the area'around the shaft with a hard-sloped szrfaoe.

This will facilitate the scrubbing of the surfaoe and collection

of the fission produots in drains leading to drainage basins,

storage tanks, eto. The decontamination properties of many

surfaces oan be improved by a pro tective ooattng which seals pores,

smooths rough surfaces and imposes barriers between the base

material and fallout partiloes that would otherwise oombine chemi-

cally. The leveling and clearing of the more distant sections

are means for aiding decontamination operations. In some cases,

the plowing under of the fallout may be su•fficient, Here the

basic problem is the effect of the fission products on the natural

environment and more partioulaPly the possibility of them entering

under-ground waters.

The problems encountered in decontaminating the area

surrounding the shaft are similar to those associated with cleaning

up after a bomb drop. ,l4ny of the techniques and procedures

devised for the olean up of test areas and more recently airplane

runways are applicable to this part of the system.

A variety of decontamination methods have been developed.

Decontamination methods can be divided into two basic categories:

non-destruotiue decontamination and surface removal decontamination.

Repreaentative methods (10) for each of these eategories are given

in Table XIV. An overall decontamt)nation system may use one or
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more of these methoda, indiuvdually or. in oombination,

IL. SHAFT AND COPOLUN

veoontamInation of the shaft is neoeasar'y for' Peducing the

padtation 2euels to per'mit r'epaira and installation of the oom-

ponents for' the next unit. Partial decontamination must also be

oonsidered since it may be desir'able to clean only those par'ts

of immediate interest. Design featur'es might include the coating

of the steel shaft with a liner' or inser't of a mater'ial on which

the fission pr'oducts will deposit and later' remoued with the

line?,. Remotely oontr'olled eand-blasting may be feasible for'

the slightly oontaminated par'ts. Here, ther'e is a definite dust

problem and therefore, appropriate pr'eoautions must be taken.

Other means inolude washing and spr'aying)utilizing built-in br'ush

assemblies for sor'ubbing. The method used in decontamination and

collection of the rissfon pr'oducts must take into consideration

the prooess forp their ultimate stor.age or' disposal.

III. PROPELLANT GAS

After' fi'ing, the gas consists of hydr'ogen,, wxter uapor

(steam) or'ganics, duet and gaseous and solid fission produc&to.

About 20% of the elemental fission produots ar'e gases at r'oom

temper'aturne. The gaseous fission products include xenon, kr'yp ton,

iodine, halogen acids and some hydr'ides, Knowledge about the

fission produots is impor'tant since the type and ooncentr'ation
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in the gas will dictate the subsequent treatment. The half-lives

of the fissiofn produots vary from a fraotion of a seoond to

thousands of years. The short lived isotopes will rapidly beoome

insignificant and are, therefore, unimportant prooess-wise. The

longer half-life isotopes are controlling and are a predominant

faotor in determining the wnate treatment or storage process.

The dust and suspended solid fiasson products oan be

separated from the gas using modifications of the methods ommonly

used in industry. These inolude oyolones, filters and scrubbing

with a liquid. The selection of the separation method depends on

the quantity of gas, ooncentration of solids, flow rates and size

of the particulate. The size of the partioulate ts very important.

Under GASP conditions the size may be very fine, thereby requiring

a very effeotive separation prooeas. However, it should be noted

that the efficient removal of extremely fine particles from a gas

stream io a partioularly diffioult problem in that specific tio-

topes may require almost complete separation, After removal of

the so2tds, the gas can be recycled or sent to disposal for further

treatment.

The most troublesome gaseous fission products are the

,odines, partioularly todine-131 (8.1 days ha2f-ltfe). Chemical

methods are usually used to remove the todines from high level

gaseous wastes, These include reacotion on silver- surfacea and

absorption in caustic solutions, Another method of controlling

the iodine hazard is to store the isotope long enough to permit



decay to an acoeptable level before releasing the gas.

Several processes for treating the propellant gas are shown

in Figure 9. In Process A, the gas goes to air disposal. Here

the main consideration is the degree of hazard. After approximately

70 days most of the gaseous fission products have decayed to an

acceptable level for disposal directly to the atmo8phere, An

accompanying hazard of air disposal may be the detonation of the

hydrogen.

The gas in Prooes8 B goes to a unit or units for seeleotive

adsorption and/or absorption of the fission produc ts. Consider-

able experimental information is available for the removal of

gaseous fission products from gas oompositions somewhat similar

to those of the GASP. This problem was studied in connection with

the Aqueous Homogeneous Reaotor at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

After remrcal of the fission pOvOets, thu gaa uan be reoycled or

aont for atmospheric disposal.

In Prooesa C, the fission products are condensed and

thereby separated Yrom the hydrogen which is recycled or sent for

disposal. The fission products are packaged and stored for

ultimate disposal or use. The method or process for regenerating

the adeorber or absorber will determine to a large extent the beat

means for the subsequent handling of the fission produot.g.

The separation of the fission products from the gas in
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Proc ess D depends on the combust ion of the hydrogen followed by

gas-liquid separation. The solubility of the fieason products

in the aqueous may preclude the use of thia prooeas,

The previously mentioned processes are to Illustrate

means in which the gas oould be treated sinoe jUrther data are

required before a oomplete process evaluation could be undertakren.

Laboratory experiments may be necessary for supplying these data.

IV. TREATMENAT OF WASTES

Once the surrounding area and shaft ape decontaminated,

the fission products must be stored or treated in a manner minimiz-

ing future dangers. This can be divided into two parts, namely,

(1) preliminary treatment or storage and (2) ultimate storage.

The first wtll be done at or near the launching site, whereas

ultimate storage oould be either- at the A.te or at some distant

radioactiue waste disposal drea. Pretreatment includes methods

of concentrating the fiseson products to provide more efgfrient

ultimate storage. This treatment Includes processes such as

preoltpitation, soavengingq, ton exohange, and oaloinaton.

Ultimate storage includes storage as a solid or liquid on tank

farm-s, in deep wells,, in salt domes, eto.

The type of decontamination procedure will determine to

some extent the utility of a waste treatment method. For example,

if the shaft is cleaned using sand-blaating, the beat procedure

might be to let the sand and the fission products fall into the



ooavolume and then cover' them with oonorete and steel. Another

oovolume at a slightly higher- level could then he construoted to

allow a subsequent launching. In any case, the study of waste

treatment should follow the seleotion of the decontamination

methods.

CLOSURE? DIEVICE

The closu'e device or' mehanism is an important feature

of the GASP system. A properly designed closure system will

practically eliminate the escape of fission products without

adverse effects on the propulsion of. the missile. This section

suggests seueral approaches, for consideration, as methods ef-

fecting closure. The mechanics of closure can be broken down

into three principal part,/s, namely (1) actuation of closure

devLice, (2) slowing down of the gas and/or sabot,, and (3) closure.

The following sections consider each part separately.

AOTUATION OP CLOSURE DEVICE

The rapidity of closure requires an ezact timing of a

sequence of operations to ensure a minimruzm release of gas and yet

not inter-fer, with the motion of the projectile. There are several

approaches to actuating the closure device. One method consists

of a standard electrical or- meohanioal timer which is started by

the electrical circuit for setting off the nuclear, detonation.

This "equtres an exact prediction of the time requiPed by the

:f+



projectile to reach the top of the shaft. It is extremely doubt-

Jutl that this predicti on would be sufficiently accurate. Improved

accuracy may be achieved by defining time zero as the time when

the missile passes a particular point near the top of the shaft.

This would eliminate the unoertatnties in predicting the moment

of initiation of motion by the missile and the initial accelera-

tion. Ideally, the actuation device should be near the top of

the shaft and be actuated as a result of the passage of the pro-

jeotile. Suoh a device can be based on one or more of the

properties of the system. Some possible ideas are presented

for consideration, (se Figure 10).

1) Direct Pressure Measurement - The shaft pressure is

atmospher•c or less prior- to passage of the projeo-

tile, but inoreases rapidly as the missile ascends.

A blow•-ozzt di.c or a pressure-sensing element woul1

indicate when the missile passes a particular point

and start the closure.

2) Bernoulli Effect - The velocity of the gas flow may

also be used. The gas passing by a vane or port in

the side of the shaft will decrease the pressure in

the port. A differential pressure sensing gage may

be used to indicate this and initiate action.

3) Temperature - The wall temperature inoreases rapidly

with the passage of the missile. This can be used

to determine when the mssile passes a particular

spot.
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4) Meohanjual - The raianing of the sabot or the physioal

tripping of a awitoh could start the operation.

5) Others - These include systems based on electromagnetic

ro:iation,, eleotroal and optical properties. In these

methods, the missile causes an unbalance of some sort

in the actuation system.

SLOWZNG DOWN OP SABOT AND GAS

If the system utilizes a sabot, tlere i, the choice of

permitting the sabot to exit from the shaft or using the sabot as

a plug to help contain the gas. The latter, although more dtffi-

oult engineering-wtee, is more desirable from the standpoint of

fission produot containment. The bulk of the gas is behind the

sabot and if it could be slowed down and stopped, this would give

moWre time for fiat,l olosur'e of the shaft.

One approach to slowing down the sabot is to constrict the
shaft at the top. Nat urally,, the diameter' of the sabot would be

larger. than that of the missile. A modification of this system

to shown In Pigure 11. Here the sabot consists of two parts.

When the missile is near- the top of the shaft a char-ge, oarri'ed

by the sabot., detonates. The explosion separates the two stages

of the sabot and helps to slow down the first stage. In pritnople,

this is very simple, but the weight of the explosive materials is

a problem. For. example, if the mass of the sabot is about equal
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to that of the pay load, then the kinetic energy of a tOn-ton sabot

traueling at 40,000 feet per seoond is:

" B = 1/ =o 2/2 8 o0 X (40,000) (4,5)

K.R. = 5 X 10121 ft-lbs.

This does not tnolt•de the kinetic enlePrLg of the missile or the

propelling gas. A ton of TPT is equituolent to approximately 2.8 X

10 9 ft..lbs of energy. Thus, the kinetic energy of the sabot

oorr'esponds to approtimately 180 tons of TA'•. This assm,;ea that

all the TPT's energy is used to slow down the sabot. The weight

penalty may out-weight the benefits of the system, Also, there is

a problem of finding an explosfie that will not be exploded by the
i

initial nuclear detonation blast kaues, eta.

A "hydaru.lfe plunger" (Ptguwe 12) ts a second method. In

this system, the sabot has a larger diameter than the missile.

When they arptue at the plungers the missile passe. through and

the sabot to trapped at the entrance to the plunger. The kinet•c

energy of the sabeot i used to force the liquid thmupgh a seriee

of porto or smaJa channels, One modifj'toattn of t•is to shown in

the i•nsert ir Pigure 12. Bef ore the Sabot htts, the top of the

fluid io Just euen vtith the bet tom retardera When the sabot

reaohea the plunger, the fluid feo foroe4 through the holes giving

a retardi'ng force. The size of the holes w'iJl determine the

magnitude of the force and would be designed to absorb the initial
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shook¢ to effeotively slow down the sabot. This will increase the

available time for' effeoting olosur.e of the shaft. The pr'essur'e

9 ~increase in the liquid or' the r'elease of the fluid through a port

could be used to aotuate the closur'e mechanism.

Another- system utilizes a fluid (kva.ter- or' o'i0) sur'r'ounding

the shaft behind an expendable barrier. (See Figure 13) The sabot

hae "oan opener's" at the top and sooops near' the bottom. When

the saobt enter's this seaction of the shaft, the opener's destroy

the barrier' thus allowing the scoops to oontaot the fluid slowing

down the sabot while transferr'ing the kinetic energy to the fluid.

The scoopa function exaotly as the "air br'akes" used in the Air'

Poroevs Test Sled. The purpose of Pigure 13 is mer'ely to portray

the prinoiple of utilizing a "drag force" system for' slowing down

"a sabot. It is obvious that the stresses enoounter'ed shall be

enorwmous. Tht.9 presents a serious problem.

If the system does not have a sabot, then the problem is

to slow down and oontain the gas. Sequential thr'ottling (R) is

one method. Each stage effeots partial olosure, ther'eby reducing

the load to the following stage. A large expansion ohamber near'

the top of the shaft also has advantages. Here a ser'ies of louvers

open up after' passage of the missile to divert par't of the gas

stream. The expansion of the gas in the chamber' reduces the

temperature and pressure and, thereby, reducing some of the

olosure problems. The injection of a stream or shower' of water'
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into the system may haue the additional adv-antage of diluting

the ooncent•ratton of fission pr'oduot in the gas.
j)

CLOSURh OR SEALING

•The Jfinal step of the losomue prooedure is to seal the

shaft. Slidtng ?1edpes, flaps or modifioations of these are meana

of effeo''ng olosur'e. The pr'ime requisite is speed since the

eO2sure must be made in times in the order of 0.01 seoond unlees

some additional times is obtained by elowt$g dow4 of the goeea.

The use of an explosive It one usy oV enstzu'rng rapid oloesuee.

,The explosio4 oaisses a bufld-tup of" gas preware and jfoiee tse

wedges or' flaps into place. The detenatIon tos kepjd to one of

the actuation aytem* desop•ibed preutous•yg. Pigupe 14 illuastrates

a system utilizing the pr'opellant gas. The sabot pJuge uP thi

shaft and at least temporanrily holds baol the bulk of the gae.

.aome of the 9a8 flo•es through channel.s located below the eabot

and foroee shut a eystes of sliding toedges or flaps fo effoo-t

closure. s fter' sealing, the gas should be oontained for. a pertld

of time to perrmit the decay of the shoirt-liuved rt"sJon pPoda•t*..

The temper'atuze and pr'essur.e of the gas will dworease dw'ig Mhe

time, then the gas will be treated by one of the pmaooessee dea-

oussed tn the aeotlon on deoontamination.

EXPERZEAAL PROGRAM

One of the objeotiuesof the present pr.ogram was to develop

and outline an experimental program for' s$udying uvwioo basto
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parameter8 of the GASP system. The ultimate "experiment" is a

::A.ltId down firing since this eliminates many of the test un-

certainties. But before taking this step, laboratory test, if

oarefully planned and conducted, can be utilized for deriving

qualitative relationships and a sounder basis for the design of

a large soale test. The choice of the experimental approach is

important if the results of the investigation are to be of value

to the development of the GASP system.

A careful investigation of many experimental techniques

indicate that the exploding wire phenomenon shows considerable

promise as an experimental tool and as such, provides an excel-

lent means of deriving invaluable data pertinent to the project.

The basis for this recommendation is experimental evidence

reported in recent literature on flow fields produced by exploding

wires. Zt is interesting to note tht the Com~nr tttc on Cratering

and Rapture (20) reported, "--develop'nenta of the exploding wire

technique for the produotton of explosive pulses and controlled

media, such as plaster of paris, should be utilized for the

labora tory investigation of the oratering and rupture zone for-

mation." This technique is applicable for studying such problem

areas as contamination, uovolume characteristics, shaft charac-

teri8tics, shook waves and others.

A proposed program utilizing the exploding wire technique

was developed and submitted under separate cover to the ProJeot

Offc• a er.
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